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Outdoor 

 600 x 900 x 20mm R11 & 600 x 1200 x 10mm R11 

Indoor/ Outdoor 

900x 900mm & 900 x 1800 x 10mm R10  

Mosaic 300 x 300mm  

VIBES 

Vibes represents a return to the neutrality of stone. 

A naturalness that ties in with you most intimate 

and interior being . And that makes it unique. 

Available in Beige, Grigio, Dark Grigio and White. 
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THE ROCK TRAVERTINO 

Feel the finest expressions of nature 

Outdoor 

 900 x 900 x 20mm R11 

Indoor 

600 x 1200 x 6.5mm 

1200 x 2780 x 6.5mm 
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THE ROCK PIASEN   

The name of this sedimentary rock 

native to the Friuli region in Italy, literally 

means the stone that gives pleasure. 

And it does just that in this variant that 

restyles its rustic DNA into refined 

elegance. Its warm grey/beige 

enlivened by slender white veining 

elegance and intense colour, with 

highlights tending toward earthy 

copper tones.

A synthesis of a natural look and refined 

design style.

Outdoor 

 900 x 900 x 20mm R11 

Indoor 

 600 x 1200 x 6.5mm 

1200 x 2600 x 6.5mm  
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Outdoor 

900 x 900 x 20mm R11 

Indoor 
600 x 1200mm 

1200 x 2600 x 6.5mm 

THE ROCK MCAUB    

This queen of quartzites, particularly well known for its 

unique combination of the compactness typical of 

metamorphic rocks and a look that is similar to the world 

of marble. Macaub catches the eye for its complex 

weave of silver-grey and blue-grey bands, white and gold 

veining of very different intensities and sizes, and a 

background of variegated beige tones.

Feel the finest expressions of nature 
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Outdoor 

600 x 600 x 20mm R11  

900 x 900 x 10mm R11

Indoor 

900 x 900mm R10 

STONECRETE 

The resulting style is both gentle and strong, which makes it 

ideal for anyone looking for a subtle stone solution or an 

original concrete effect.

Stoncrete is deliberately positioned in a multiple taste area 

that includes both stone and concrete, to meet different 

style requirements. In Cool Grey, Dark Grey & Silver.

This makes it a solution that can adapt to a wide range of 

residential and non-residential contexts as well as ensuring 

continuity between indoors and outdoors.

Two in one
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Outdoor 

 600 x 1200 x 10mm R11 

Indoor 

 600 x 1200mm

ASHIMA 

The surfaces look rough and stony with lines and 
furrows  that seem marked by the elements and the 

passing of time, but their heart is soft.
Available in White and Beige plus Indoor :  Greige & Nero 
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Outdoor 

 600 x 600 x 20mm R11 

Indoor 

450 x 900mm and 900 x 900mm R10 

Mosaic 300x300mm  

LOMBARDA GREY  

Lombarda expands the potential of contemporary 

architecture inspired by Ceppo di Gré, the stone used 

for Milan’s most iconic 20C buildings. Striking and 

charismatic, Lombarda offers a style rich in meaning 

and prestige for both exteriors & interiors.

Inspired by new architectural approaches where 

elegance and practicality meet.

Functional and attractive, Nature’s way
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Outdoor Bruges Grey & Limoges Sand 

:  800 x 800 x 20mm R11

Indoor 

 1200 x 1200 x 8.5mm ( & other colours)     

MEMENTO 

A stone-effect surface with heritage appeal. Inspired

by the aesthetics of two types of European stone, the

Memento collection comes in a palette of two colours for 

outdoor and indoor flow. The unique P.TECH technology 

improves slip resistance while maintaining a pleasant tactile 

sensation.

With rustic-chic appeal, the collection explores the

concept of time-worn surfaces, an original design
choice that brings a touch of distinction to any project.
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Outdoor 

Bodo Grey : 600 x 600 x 20mm R11

Indoor/ Outdoor

Bodo Grey & White : 

600 x 600 x 10mm R11

1000 x 1000 x 10mm R11  

BODO

Bodo Slipstop, a highly versatile glazed matt porcelain tile 

that combines performance, aesthetics and adaptability.

▪ Anti-slip (all R11) with a soft and pleasant texture, yet 

non-slip when wet

▪ No changes from indoor to outdoor or to wet and 

humid areas

▪ Frost proof and chemical resistant
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Outdoor only 

600 x 900 x 20mm R11 

SURAT GRIS  
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The texture of the Gascogne range has a natural finish, 

offering a relaxing tactile experience. This collection not 

only enhances indoor settings with a strong natural appeal, 

but also stands out in outdoor settings such as terraces, 

courtyards and swimming pool areas, where its strong 

character and impressive resistance make it an ideal 

choice. 

Outdoor 

 604 x 906 x 20mm R11  

Indoor 

 604 x 906 x 9mm R10

Mosaic 300 x 300mm 

GASCOGNE 
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SUKABUMI 

Each tile is a reflection of the equilibrium 

and intrinsic beauty of the natural world

Discover ‘Sukabumi’ inspired by the stone and conceived 

for where water is the leading element, both indoor and 

outdoor. The four sophisticated colours craft spaces of 

relaxation and visual comfort. ‘Sukabumi’ is more than a 

collection; it is a canvas that transforms any room into a 

personal haven, where tranquility and design come 

together to turn every corner into a vivid portrayal of nature 

and inviting you to immerse yourself in a unique aesthetic 

experience.

Indoor/Outdoor 

110 x 110 x 8.5mm Matt R11
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MARBLE  

Serenity in stone 

Crafted to infuse tranquility into every aspect of your 

space.

The palette ‘Sand’, ‘Green’, and ‘Graphite’ reflects nature’s 

own serene colours.

 Here, water and design converge to create an 

atmosphere that soothes, reflects, and celebrates the 

quietude that is essential to wellbeing.

Indoor/Outdoor 

110 x 110 x 8.5mm Matt R11 
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MOOD AVORIO 

Outdoor 

600 x 600 x 10mm R11 

MOOD COTTO 
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 Outdoor

 750 x 750 x 10.5mm RII 

PERSIAN BLACK  

VICENTINA
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CREACON BEIGE 

ORIGINAL TERRACOTTA 

Outdoor 

610 x 610mm R11 
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ADDITIONAL 

▪ Benefits of 20mm R11 tiles 

▪ Bespoke outdoor furniture 

▪ Pool copings ..custom made service 

▪ Nurajack…the ultimate in decking made easy

 



20mm R11..the benefits

Using any of our 20mm tiles will deliver the ideal 

combination of superb appearance and 

outstanding technical performance, in multiple 

outdoor locations. 

Paths, pavements, pool surrounds, and other 

outdoor designs merge perfectly with the 

surrounding environment and can blend 

seamlessly with your interior, by using a number of 

our tile collections available in both Indoor & 

Outdoor options. 

Easily installed dry on grass, sand and gravel, 

20mm porcelain tiles can be glued to concrete 

screed for vehicle resistant pavings. Also suitable 

for projects in commercial or public areas with 

heavy foot traffic. 

And perfect for raised floors using the Nurajack 

system. 

In summary, 20mm tiles ensure stylish design 

options whilst meeting all the technical demands 
of contemporary outdoor architecture.    

High performing good looks 



OUTDOOR FURNITURE

WATCH THIS 
SPACE …

MORE IMAGES 
COMING SOON 



POOL COPINGS 

Elite 

Landscape  

▪ Custom made in NZ 

▪ Choose from our selection of outdoor tiles 

▪ POA 





ABOUT US 

MC Tiles, Albany and Tonic Tile Lounge, Grey Lynn are NZ 

owned and operated with our warehouse & a further 

showroom in Pakuranga.

We supply designers, architects, retailers, landscapers, 

housing companies, trade accounts and commercial 

projects throughout NZ and the Pacific Islands.

Our suppliers are some of the most highly respected in the 

industry, with our supply chain spread through Italy and 

Spain.

We offer a significant range of indoor and outdoor tile styles 

including stone, wood, marble, concrete, industrial, large 

format, wall tiles, mosaics, and 20mm products.

Our ranges are diverse, and suitable for multiple 

applications be it internal or external environments.

Our relationships with key suppliers ensures our ranges are 

cutting edge and set us apart in the market.

Our products are exclusive.

Email or bring in your plans so we can do an estimate.

Samples are available to make use of during your decision 

process.

If tilers are what you need, we run a fully managed 

installation service for product purchased through us. Each 

project is quantified and planned in conjunction with 

personal requirements on site. 

https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/stone/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/wood/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/wood/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/wood/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/wood/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/large-format/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/large-format/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/wall-tiles/
https://www.mctiles.co.nz/our-collection/mosaics/


• MC TILES ALBANY SHOWROOM

▪ Tawa  Trade Centre, 2 Tawa Drive, Albany

▪ 0800 002 005

▪ 9:00am – 5.00pm Monday – Thursday 

▪ 9.00am – 4:30pm Friday

▪ Saturday 9.00am – 3.00pm

▪ Sunday closed 
 www.mctiles.co.nz

• TONIC TILE LOUNGE SHOWROOM

▪ 254 Richmond Road Grey Lynn, Auckland 

(next to Homage & Thread design )

▪ 021 644 728

▪ 10am – 4:30pm Monday – Friday

▪ By appointment, any other time

www.tonictiles.co.nz

• TRADE ENQUIRIES, SHOWROOM & WAREHOUSE

▪ 34 Ben Lomond Crescent, Pakuranga, Auckland

▪ Dan 021 437 774 

▪ Showroom & warehouse:

▪ 10am – 4pm Monday – Friday

▪ Closed Saturday and Sunday.

CONTACT DETAILS  

http://www.mctiles.co.nz/
http://www.tonictiles.co.nz/
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